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QUESTION 1  
 

Which two operations can be performed using a formula field? Choose 2 answers 

A. Displaying the last four digits of an encrypted Social Security number 

B. Triggering a Process Builder 

C. Displaying an Image based on the Opportunity Amount 

D. Calculating a score on a Lead based on the information from another field 
 

 

 Correct Answer: C,D  

 

 QUESTION 2  
 

A developer is creating a test coverage for a class and needs to insert records to validate functionality. Which 

method annotation should be used to create records for every method in the test class? 

A. @BeforeTest 

B. @isTest(SeeAllData=True) 

C. @TestSetup 

D. @PreTest 
 

 

 Correct Answer: C  

 

 QUESTION 3  
 

What is the result of the following code? 

A. The record will not be created and a exception will be thrown. 

B. The record will be created and a message will be in the debug log. 

C. The record will not be created and no error will be reported. 

D. The record will be created and no error will be reported. 
 
 

Correct Answer: C  

 
QUESTION 4  
 

A developer observes that an Apex test method fails in the Sandbox. To identify the issue, the developer copies 

the code inside the test method and executes it via the Execute Anonymous tool in the Developer Console. The 

code then executes with no exceptions or errors. Why did the test 
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method fail in the sandbox and pass in the Developer Console? 

A. The test method has a syntax error in the code. 

B. The test method relies on existing data in the sandbox. 

C. The test method is calling an @future method. 

D. The test method does not use System.runAs to execute as a specific user. 
 

 

 Correct Answer: B  

 

 QUESTION 5  
 

A developer of Universal Containers is tasked with implementing a new Salesforce application that must be 

able to by their company's Salesforce administrator. 

Which three should be considered for building out the business logic layer of the application? Choose 3 

answers 

A. Workflows 

B. validation Rules 

C. Process Builder 

D. Scheduled Jobs 

E. Invocable Actions 
 

 

 Correct Answer: A,C,E  

 

 QUESTION 6  
 

When using SalesforceDX, what does a developer need to enable to create and manage scratch orgs? 

A. Production 

B. Dev Hub 

C. Environment Hub 

D. Sandbox 
 

 

 Correct Answer: B  
Explanation/Reference: 

Explanation https://developer.salesforce.com/docs/atlas.en- us.sfdx_dev.meta/sfdx_dev/sfdx_dev_scratch_orgs.htm 
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QUESTION 7  
 

A developer uses a loop to check each Contact in a list. When a Contact with the Title of “Boss” is 

found, the Apex method should jump to the first line of code outside of the for loop. 

Which Apex solution will let the developer implement this requirement? 

A. break; 

B. Continue 

C. Next 

D. Exit 
 

 

 Correct Answer: A  

 

 QUESTION 8  
 

Application Events follow the traditional publish-subscribe model. Which method is used to fire an event? 

 

A. Fire() 

B. Emit() 

C. RegisterEvent() 

D. FireEvent() 
 

 Correct Answer: A  

 

 QUESTION 9  
 

What are two ways for a developer to execute tests in an org? 

A. Tooling API 

B. Developer console 

C. Bulk API 

D. Matadata API 
 

Correct Answer: A,B  
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 QUESTION 10  
 

What is the maximum number of SOQL queries used by the following code? List aList = [SELECT Id FROM 

Account LIMIT 5]; for (Account a : aList){ List cList = [SELECT Id FROM Contact 

WHERE AccountId = :a.Id); } 

A. 5 

B. 6 

C. 1 

D. 2 
 

 

 Correct Answer: B  

 

 QUESTION 11  
 

The values 'High', 'Medium', and 'Low' are Identified as common values for multiple picklist across different 

object. What is an approach a developer can take to streamline maintenance of the picklist and their values, 

while also restricting the values to the ones mentioned above? 

A. Create the Picklist on each object and use a Global Picklist Value Set containing the Values. 

B. Create the Picklist on each object as a required field and select "Display values alphabeticaly, not in the order 

entered". 

C. Create the Picklist on each object and select "Restrict picklist to the values defined in the value set". 

D. Create the Picklist on each and add a validation rule to ensure data integrity. 
 

 

 Correct Answer: A  

 

 QUESTION 12  
 

Universal Containers (UC) decided it will not to send emails to support personnel directly from Salesforce in 

the event that an unhandled exception occurs. Instead, UC wants an external system be notified of the error. 

What is the appropriate publish/subscribe logic to meet these requirements? 

A. Publish the error event using the addError() method and have the external system subscribe to the event 

using CometD. 

B. Publish the error event using the Eventbus.publish() method and have the external system subscribe 

to the event using CometD. 

C. Have the external system subscribe to the BatchApexError event, no publishing is necessary. 

D. Publish the error event using the addError() method and write a trigger to subscribe to the event 
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and notify the external system. 

 
 Correct Answer: B  

 

 QUESTION 13  
 

A developer needs to have records with specific field values in order to test a new Apex class. What should 

the developer do to ensure the data is available to the test? 

A. Use Anonymous Apex to create the required data. 

B. Use SOQL to query the org for the required data. 

C. Use Test.Loaddata () and reference a static resource. 

D. Use Test.Loaddata () and reference a CSV file 
 

 

 Correct Answer: C  

 

 QUESTION 14  
 

Where are two locations a developer can look to find information about the status of asynchronous or future cals? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Apex Flex Queue 

B. Apex Jobs 

C. Paused Flow Interviews component 

D. Time-Based Workflow Monitor 
 

 Correct Answer: A,B  
 
 
 
 

Full Access: 
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